AKA PLYWOOD BOXES
– the ideal customised solution
AKA Plywood boxes are the ideal choice when you
require specially designed or large boxes, as plywood
provides greater stability. This type of box prevents
condensation, just as fitting the interior of the box
with shelves, for example, can be done without
penetrating the steel plating. Naturally, AKA plywood
boxes are thoroughly tested.

Correct box fitting maximises efficiency
All AKA plywood boxes can be fitted with shelves, drawers
and other special features for a wide range of applications
– e.g. storing driver equipment and providing easy access
to chains and specialised tools. The possibilities are
endless – and with the right layout design, the driver can
look forward to greater efficiency and an easier workflow.

Customised solutions for AKA plywood boxes
We can supply AKA plywood boxes to comply with the
exact dimensions, design, materials and fittings of the
customer. We have, for example, manufactured models
measuring 1400 x 600 x 600 cm with various lid types
(side-, bottom- and top-hinged) as well as with customised
inner fittings.
Among the most popular types are:
Spare wheel boxes
Drawer lids
Lifting truck boxes
Boogie boxes
Box behind the cabin
Box behind the original side guards

Features of AKA Plywood box
extremely stable solution with robust design adapted
to the transport sector
solid locker with the option of key lock
(boxes + 650mm are with 2 lockers)
adjustable stainless steel backstop for lockers
bottom-hinged lid with 90” stop chain to ensure stable
lid opening and closing
can be supplied with bottom, side, top-hinged, or
drawer door
ventilation on rear of plywood box
wind and watertight with strong rubber weather strip
along the lid
placement option behind original side guards
optional integrated suspension system with bearings
wide range of options for customised fitting

Material specifications
Outer layer:

0.6 mm galvanised steel plate
Option: Aluminium or stainless steel
waterproof beech plywood
galvanised or stainless steel
galvanised/stainless steel
stainless steel
solvent-free
profile with optimal sealing properties

Interior:
Hinges:
Screws:
Lockers:
Jointing mass:
Sealing
weather strip:
Stop chains:
galvanised
Suspension system: galvanised (optional)

The best solution and miles ahead

All our boxes can be fitted according to
individual preferences and needs,
and we can offer:
One, two or more lids
Partitions
Shelves
Drawers (w/without extraction)
Retractable steps
Central locking
Lighting
Heating (electricity/water)
Gas spring on lid
Battery extraction
Various extraction options and rope and snow chain
storage options, etc.
Stainless steel frame on top of box
In short, precisely the configuration that meets your needs.
Please ask us if you have any other preferences...

We design AKA plywood boxes to fit your
express requirements
In order to provide a quote and a delivery time for
customised AKA plywood boxes, we require the following
data:
dimensions (w x h x d) including special design
accompanied by drawings (where applicable)
material preferences
fitting requirements

You are more than welcome to contact us
for advice so that we, with our extensive
experience, can find the right solution that
suits your needs.
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